**Kills Pyrethroid Resistant Bed Bugs and their eggs**

- Kills Bed Bugs where they hide.
- Will not stain water-safe fabrics and surfaces.
- For use on mattresses, wood furniture and carpet.
- Dual Modes of Action
- Controls Bed Bugs on wood and ceramic surfaces and carpet for up to 2 weeks

**ACTIVE INGREDIENTS:**
- 3-phenylbenz-1-(3RS, 3SR)-1,3,2-dimethoxy-1-methylprop-2-yl cyclopropylcarboxylate: 0.06%
- *N*-Ocyl bicyclohexylamine dicarbamate: 0.05%
- Indoxacarb: 1.00%
- Other Ingredients: 98.55%
- MGK® 264, Insecticide Synergist: 0.00%

**FIRST AID**

**IF SWALLOWED:** Immediately call a poison control center or doctor. Do not induce vomiting unless told to do so by a poison control center or a doctor. Do not give any liquid to the person. Do not give anything by mouth to an unconscious person.

Have the product container or label with you when calling a poison control center or doctor, or going for treatment. For information regarding medical emergencies or pesticide incidents, call 1-888-740-9712.

**KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN**

**CAUTION**

SEE BACK FOR ADDITIONAL PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS

**NET WT. 17 OZ.**

---

**PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS**

**HAZARDS TO HUMANS AND DOMESTIC ANIMALS**

**CAUTION**

Harmful if swallowed. Wash thoroughly with soap and water after handling and before eating, drinking, chewing gum, using tobacco or using the toilet. Remove and wash contaminated clothing before reuse. Prolonged or frequent repeated skin contact may cause allergy reactions in some individuals.

**PHYSICAL OR CHEMICAL HAZARDS**

Contents under pressure. Do not use or store near heat or open flame. Do not puncture or incinerate container. Exposure to temperatures above 130°F may cause bursting. Do not apply this product around electrical equipment due to the possibility of shock hazard.

**DIRECTIONS FOR USE**

It is a violation of federal law to use this product in a manner inconsistent with its labeling.

**USE RESTRICTIONS:** This product is not for use on humans or animals. In hospitals and nursing homes, remove patients from immediate area to be treated. Allow surfaces to dry by air before reoccupying. Do not use in commercial food/food processing, preparation, food/feed storage or serving areas. In homes, apply food/food processing surfaces and utensils should be covered during treatment, or thoroughly washed before use. Exposed food/feed should be covered or removed. Remove pets, birds, and cover fish aquariums before spraying. Do not apply to furniture or household where prolonged contact with humans will occur.

Do not apply to bed linens or other materials that come in direct contact with occupants of the bed.

**SHAKE WELL BEFORE EACH USE.**

**APPLICATION:** Use as an indoor spot spray or crack & crevice treatment. Spray in an inconspicuous area to test for possible staining. Evaluate test area after drying. Hold container upright with nozzle aimed away from you. Gently valve spray from a distance of 8 to 10 inches. Spray each square foot until damp. Use the straw applicator for crack & crevice treatment. Allow sprayed articles and surfaces to dry thoroughly before using. Do not allow children or pets to contact treated areas until surfaces are dry.

**TO KILL CRAWLING INSECTS:** Apply as a spot or crack & crevice treatment where insects are harboring, traveling, or breeding. Treat interior entry points such as around windows, doors, and water pipes. Also treat feeding or hiding areas such as baseboards, carpet, floor rugs, under refrigerators, cabinets, sinks, and stoves.

**TO KILL BED BUGS AND BED BUG EGGS:** For infested mattresses, remove linens and wash before reuse. Apply to tufts, folds, edges, sides and seams until damp. Allow to dry before reuse. Apply on and around headboards, carpet, rug, bed frames, box springs, headboards, wheelchairs, chairs, wall hangings, furniture, seats, moldings, picture frames, drapes, drapes, upholstery, and walls. Spray bed bugs and eggs directly where possible. Use attached straw applicator for crack & crevice treatments.

**TO KILL BROWN DOG TICS and FLEAS:** Spray on and around bed, furniture and pet's habitat. Spray pet sleeping quarters, bedding, floor and floor covering where pets are kept. Use only a recommended tick spray on pets.

**TO KILL DUST MITES:** Thoroughly vacuum entire room concentrating on areas where mites congregate such as mattresses, box springs, headboards, walls, floors, carpeting, and baseboards. Spray surfaces until damp. Allow to dry before reuse.

**TO KILL CLOTHES MOTH AND CARPET BEETLES:** Apply as a spot treatment to cracks and crevices on and around baseboards, floorboards, furniture and around the edges of carpet. Apply to carpet, rug, doormats, baseboards, furniture, on floor and floor covering. When treating carpets, floor Downing or rugs, apply sufficient amount to get the spray down into the base where the larval stages are feeding. Spray upper and lower surfaces of rugs or floor covering when possible.

**STORAGE AND DISPOSAL**

Do not contaminate water, food, or feed by storage and disposal.

**PESTICIDE STORAGE:** Store in a cool dry area. Always store pesticides in the original container. Store away from food and pet food.

**PESTICIDE DISPOSAL AND CONTAINER HANDLING:** Do not puncture or incinerate. Nonrefillable container. Do not reuse or refill this container.

IF EMPTY: Place in trash or offer for recycling if available.

IF PARTIALLY FILLED: Call your local solid waste agency for disposal instructions.
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